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Experimental Data 

In the last. few years in the two-nucleon systems produced in 
nucleon-nucleon and hadron-nucleon collisions new effects have been 
observed, which may be treated as dibaryon states. A search for such 
states is particularly interesting in connection with the predicted 
six-quark baga. Experir.lental results and their theoretical treatment 
have been already published in detail in a: number of reviews, e. g. , 
/1,2/. However, we should remark that not in all cases the resonance 
behaviour of the cross sections or of the two-nucleon effective mass 
distributions may be identified as a manifestation of dibaryon 
resonances /2/• 

. Using a 1m lIBe exposed to beams of light. nuclei/3/ , such enhan
cements have been recently observed at 2.040 GeV/c2 and 2.140 Gev/c 2• 

Besides, these peaks are observed in proton-proton combinations/4,7/ 

of the 4lIep - dppn reaction, in proton-neutron /5/ combinations of 
the dp - ppn reaction and in neutron-neutron combinations of the 
dp ~ P li +nn reactions /6/. . 

In the effective masses of the pp-pair one of the peaks has 
been observed earlier/9/ . The question arises whether such struc
turesexist in proton-proton combinations of the dp -- ppn reaction. 
It should be stressed that in all the quoted cases of the deuteron 

.breakup only those eventa are taken into account which cannot be 
classified as quasi-nucleon one s-, i. e., events wi thout spectator 
nucleons. The 4Hep - dppn react:ton proceeda mainly via the mecha
nism in which two nucleons participate from 4H~ and the remaining 
deuteron ia a spectator/7/. The situation ia quite different in the 
dp - ppn channel where quasi-elastic neutron-proton or proton
proton scattering takes place in the overwhelming ~jority of eventa. 
In this case the eventa, in which the momentum of the elowest nuc
leon (" speotator") in the deuteron rest frame is.large enough, are 
conditionally regarded as spectatorless onea. Several cuts are 
taken as 300 MeV/o/6/ or 350 Mev/c/5/ . If a cut ia applied at too 
low momentum values, t?e hypothetical structure may be hidden due 
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to larga quasi-elastic background. On the other hand, a cut in ~ 

toe high limit improverishes atatistics in the region of our inte
resto 

In the !ollowing analysis we use the sama experimental sample 
as in 15/ t namelYt 20501 events of the dp -- ppn reaction. AlI the 
valuea,	 if not stated explicitly, are given in the4rest frame. 

1l 
One of the ways how to select spectatorless eventa may rise 

from the following considerations. Let ua try to select the claas 
of inelastic scattering, e.g•. with virtual JI -meson production 
and absorption 19,10/. Due to kinelnatical conatraints on ;,- -meson 
absorption with a single nucleon, the majority of these eventa occurs 
on a nucleon pairo Figure 1 shows a plot of the effective mass of 
two slow nucleons versus four-momentum transfer aquared trom the inci

dent proton to the leading particle for the charge retention channel•
 

. In our terminology charge retention and charge exchange channels mean a
 

leadir~	 proton and neutron in the final state, respectively. It can 
be aeen	 that the aventa are extenaively grouped according to the 
quaai-elastic nucleon-nucleon kinematica. An analogous plot in the 
dp -	 pppJl- channel ia demonatrated in 'Fig. 2. 

It ahould be noted that fl~m the kinematic constraint for the 
quantitiea put on the axes x and y 81Wh a plot reflecta only the 
incident proton momentum losa. Supposing that in the dp -- ppn 
channeL the produced :iI -meson ia almoet on-mesa-ahell, the compa
rison of theae two plote allows ua to aelect the sample of wanted 
eventa.	 They will lie above the line presented in figa. 1 and 2. 
Such a ~rocedure is also applied to the charge exchange channel. 
The momentum distributiona of the sloweat nucleon from the aelected 
groups of eventa are. presented in figa. 3a and 3b for the charge 
retention and charge exchange channels, respectively. In the momen
tum distribution of the slowest nucleon in the charge retention chan
nel two maxima are aeen (fig. 3a) which split up at about 200 MeV/c. 
The !irat of them corresponds to a part of quasi-elastic NN scatte
ring and the second maximum to the events with s: -me son abeorp
tion.. 

Previoua studies of the dp ~ ppn reaction at 3.3 GeV/c have 
proved that the high momentum tail in the charge exohange cl~nel 

substantially exceeds that of the charge retention one/9/. This 
phenomenon has been explained taking the correaponding isospin ata
tes into account by contributions of inelastic processes such as 

..ó' '-iaobar exchange or virtual. :JI -meson production and 

ab8orption/8-1~/e To attraet the above mechaniams have been also 

2 

Fig.1.	 Slow proton'and neutron eftective mass versus four-momentrnn 
transfer aquared - trom i.ncident proton to leading one - for 
the charge retention part of the dp --ppn reaction. 
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Fig.2. PP'y, effective.mass, witho~~ the leading proton, versus 
four-molnentum trans!er - from incident proton to leading 
one - fGr the dp - ppp st" reaction. 

F1.g.3.	 Momentum distribution of the slowest nucleon in the deuteron 
rest frame: for,the charge retention ( ) and charge 
exchange ( - - - - ) channels. The ev~nts ~reAtaken from 
the "pion absorption region". 
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Fig.4.	 Two-proíon eftective mesa diatribution fro~ the charge 
exehange channel fQr boíh protons with momenta over 200 MeV/c: 
histogram ~ exp~r~eníal,results, fu~curve - calculated 

. resulto CurveI! 1 and 3 eorrespond to the diagrams 6a and Ba , 

respectively. Curve- 2 corresponds to elementary p-n charge 
exchange. 
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necessary in the analysis of 4He p.. dppn at 8.6 GeV/c/7/. If one 
also takes into account a relatively big slope of the np charge 
exchange di!ferential cross section it is not surprislDg .that the 
second maximum preponderates over the !irst one in the slowest pro
ton momentum diatribution o~ the charge exchange channel (fig. 3b). 

Applying the cut at p a 200 MeV/c for the slowest nuóleen momen
tum, the effective mass diatribution of the two protons is hiatogram
med for the charge exchange channel. The result is shown in fig.4. 
Two maxima can be seen approxfuately at the same masses as in pn 
and nn combinations /5,6/.	 . . 

The !it of a sacond order polynomial background and two Breit 
Wigner !unctione to the experimental dietribution gives the values 
o! maxima and widths displayed in table 1/13/. The table summarizes 
the results o! other papera as well. 

Table 1.	 Review o! two-nucleon e!!ective
 
masa enhancements
 

Reaction Re!e
rene e 

M1 ') 
MeV/c"

r 1 ': 
MeV/c~ 

O, ~ 
MeV/c2 

f 2 
MeV/c2 °2 

4Hep_dppn /4/ 2035.:t15 30.:t23 4. 1 2137.:t15 59.:t2O S.1 

dp -- (pn)p /S/ 2020.:t10 45.:t2O 4.3 213 0.:t1O 20±.1° 4..S 

dp-(pp)n V13/ 2014.;t10 63±.28 4.0 2162±.10 18±.26 4.4 

dp-p~+(nn /6/ 203S±.20 SO.±.20 5. O 2143.±.20 60.±.20 5. O 

J7 -120_ (pp)+x /14/ 2016.±.3 30±14 4.4 - - -
§ -120_ (pp)+:x /15/ 2017±.1.3 5±.2 3.4 - - -

pd-p(pn) /16/ - - - -2140 ~30 ... 

01,C2 are the ratios o~ the excess over the backgz-ound to the aquare 
root of the baokground•. The errora ot masses M1 and ~/4,5, 13,6/ are 
the maaa resolution of the chamber. 

Cut at 350 MeV/c is applied in re!./5/. This choice ia juati 
fied whereaa the admixture o! quasi-elastic events to the charge 
reten\ion channel at p a 200 MeV/c ia fairly large as shown in !ig.3a. 

The authors o! r&!./12/ have obaerved no . erihancements. 
This is connected with the !ollowing !act: the effective mess distri 

4 

bution M contains both np combinations in the charge retention 
pn 

part of the dp _ ppn reaction, and in the charge exchange channe1 , t'
 

the statistics tor the M distribution becomes insufficient, becau
pp 
se of a high value of the applied cut. 

Moreover, in ref./12/ the missing mass methodical cut is appll 
ed to the reaction as a whole whereas the nature of missing maaa 

'diatributions in the charge retention and charge exchange channels 
is quite different. The sarne distributions f'rem our resulta are 
shown in figo 5, the arrows indicate the cut limita applied in /12/. 
It ia easy to aee that such a cut rejecta 20% of eventa in the charge 
retention channel and 56% of events in the charge exchange one , In 
this way more than half of the events from the charge exchange chan
nel ia lost, and a natural ratio of the charge retention and charge 
exchange deuteron breakup cross sections ia deformed. 

As is seen from table 1, nowadays quite enough experimental 
material ia available ebout the enhanoements in two-nucleon ef!ecti 
ve masses over the range under study. 

2. Discuaaion of the Results 

The resonanoe behaviour of the effective masa diatribution of 
two protons auggesta the queation if they can be treated as an eviden

ce for dibaryon reaonances~
 

The effective maas squared distribution 32 .~ M~p of the two
 
protons in the dp __ ppn re~ction ia written as:
 

. . 3
cl<; 1 J/)P cLp 84 \ ri-+d3 

.+ lf
 
«s,,= 4M~IP'/{2")' H,'2f:, (PO'PCP1-P,3Y2:'.2~ Ó(Pz+P3-~,)IF.f.

.1. -, 

(1) 

.Here the !ollowing notationa are used: M ia the deuteron masa,d 
are the tour-momenta of the inooming protón, deutePo' P

d,P1,P2,P3 
~on and outgoing neutron and tV/o protons, reapectively; Po' P1' P2' 
P3 aro their three-momenta; .. are the energiesE1, E2, E3 
of the outgoing nucleona; E23 are the sum of threeP23, 
momenta and energies of two final protons, respectively, Fd ia 
the reaction amplitude. The dp -- ppn reaction, in principle, m.ay 

proceed via virtual ), -meaon produotion in the intermediate atate 

and its !urther absorption. 
The main contribution to the analysed distribution comes from 
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the diagrama illustrated in figs.6-S. The diagrame in fige.6 and 7 
show one pion exche.nge and single pn and pp scatterings, respec
tively; the triangular diagrame with one pion exchange are given in 
fig.8.It should be noted that the diagrams in fig.8a,b may be reduced 
to the diagrams in fig.6, if vertices r 1 and f 2 are presented 
as a one pion exchange diagramo For convenience we divide the cont~i
butions from the diagrame in figá.6 and 8, i.e.,for M < 2.02 Gev/c2 

pp
we use the contribution trem the triangular diagrama of fig.8, and )
for M ~ 2.02 GeV/c 2 the contribution from the diagrama of tig.6.pp 

A detailed analysis of the diagrame 6-8 has been carried out 
in/17/. For this reason only the final expressione for their contri 

iH butions to the investigated M distribution will be presented.pp 
After standard calculations the matrix element equared for one 

pion exchange cnu be written as: 

2 

!
F li l l -c= r~t GdtJ Ij'11 1 

,( I (t +/'02. 17cl.. ..... f/i'!'	 (2) 

where i/ L,),-- a 14.7. 

t ~ (P o P 1)
2 

fi is the maas of the real 51 -meson, 
G1(t) ia the off-energy-shell JI-meson formtaotor, 

f~i~N~ ia the amplitude of virtual pion absorption by the 
11. 

deuteron. 
So to turn to the real )I -meson in the 5\ d -- NN amplitude 

in expreseion (2), the resulta of /18,19/ are u se d . Taking into account 

differênt normalizations of tha amplitudes, one can get: 

of!	 .I 1. oni. =. Gn"; f M) (q orfj(/JI'» -;."/_	 (3)
:r.J.......N,v 2' ; f J"I. -.;.,jiV J
 

where off and"" ".on denote the off-energy-shell and on-energy-shell" 
), -mesone, respectively; q is the pion momentum in the ft:.d CMS. 

Substituting (3) into expreesion (2) and into (1), one!Fd(1)! 2 

obtains the one pion exchange contribution of figo 6a,b to the Mp. P 
dietribution of the dp -. pnn reaction~ 

. t""<1? I 

ds (1) 2 l j oHc (. (. li./. ' l ~ _, = fi Mp?_ ~ :fjt,{... pp En t.1H"p)/ G2 (~o;{ ~ 0') t0
J
(t) dt i (4) i 

et f1pp J!JilMJIPJ (t-+112l- 2

t,.,;"	 ft 
where ,. G;,tc/ ....pp (S/é.. /«» is the crcss sect ion of the real J/d -- pp 'fi
process as a function of pion energy, which, in its turn, de~e~ds on qJ 
the 4-momentum transfer aquar-ed t in the upper vertex of the 
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Fig.5. Missing mnss distribution 
~,ooo 
Lo for the dp - ppn reaction: 

~ a) charge retention channel,
1!I 

;::;3000 300 b) charge exchange channel. 
~ 
"z 

200 

P " P i • P100 I • 

j$' P .".. 
d~Pd~p n 

(a f ( b) 

.8 .9 1.1 .8	 .9 1. 1.1 

HH(GeV/c2J Fig.6. One pion exchange diagrama. 

p~n	 ~ Fig. 7. Single pn and ppp~p 
acattering diagrams.d~P 

P d~~
 
(.) (b)
 

2· 2n ' PP \ P P , P 
\ . \ 

d P d n 
f I) (b J

P=zS: 
Fig.8. Triangular diagrame 

r,
with one pion exchange. 

( C) 

diagram in figo 6a and on the eftective màes of the two final pretons. 
The form!actors G1(t') and G q, oif ,Cf" on) are taken trom /18,19,29/2( 

Ae known}the cross sectlon of the 'JI +d - .pp process ie 
of the resonance-like forro as a function of the pion.energy E or 
ae a function .of the two prcton invariant mase at E~ ~.0.26 GeV or 
Mpp = 2.16 GeV~21/. This behaviour ie due to the fact that the, 
process mainly prooeeds via intermediate ~ ++ production at the 
above pion energy /21,22/. At Er.=0.14 GeV, what correeponds to a 

real pion kinetic energy of several MeV,or M = 2.02 GeV/c 2 in thepp 
S)T.cI... - PP oroes eection ~ narrow pea.k some MeV in 

width has been predicted theoretically / 3/ according to the 
1./"'; -::: Ej; I ~un law, where v is the pion velocity, and to the 

Coulomb repulsion at v-o. 

7 
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As stated above, the intermediate pion on the diagram af fig.6a A similar expression can be obtained for the contribution of 
ia off-energy-shell, and its momentum ia expressed in terms of the the diag;ram in tig•.7b, d(;(~JjcL t'1p ,1.- ; to the proton-neutron Lnvar-í.arrt 
invariant mass M and transfer tas:pp J mass distribution changing correspondingly the neutron for the.pro-

L . . 
tou. The contribution of the diagram in fig.7b t.o the two-protonfH= {n-: -Mt) / 2'VS] 2_ t} ~ 

" 

invariant maa~ distribution, M ia overwhelmed by that ot the diag/ pp' 
I"~

which shows that for M = 2.02 GeV/c2 ~ off ~ O. In thia pp f Iconnection, because the integral expresaion (4) contains the product 
of 9-- off and the croas section of the real Jl +d -- pp 1I process, a peak in the r.:;;-fd.. '~"f'p(f-r,((. M"p)) cz-oas aection at 

M " = 2.02 will manifeat itself in . the d...f/-J.)dM p distribution
p i p 

of the dp __ ppn reaction. We remark that if the intermediate pion 
in fig. 6 were a real one, i.e. it it were on-energy-shell th~n no 

2,
peak would be observed in c(SCildMpp at Mp = 2.02 Gev/c as seen 
from (4). In other words, as it follows from 13) /18',19/, the otf
energy-shell amplitude ot ·the fid --NN process must contain a peculia
rity of the 1/-!~\'" type (see (J) ) at ~!Wl_ O so that 
the one pion exchange diagram in fig. 6 might reproduce the peak in 

2
the M distribution of the dp -- ppn reaction at = 2.02 GeV/c

pp 
Mpp 

G 
( 1.) 

The calculation of d /dM by the formula (4) shOWS, thatp2. P U~
the peak at M. = 2.02 GeV/c ~s wider than the predicted one, and 

. pp
the width of the aecond peak is approximately 'the aame as that of 

2
the )i +d pp process at M = 2. 16 GeV/c •pp 

The diagram shown in !ig. 6b gives a similar reaonance-like 
contribution to the proton-neutron effective maas distribution. Its 
contribution to Mp is negligible in comparison with that of the

• p
diagram in fig.6a as the evaluation showa. Thia ia particularly evi
dent when the neutron ia the faatest of the three final nucleons. The 
reaonance-like behaviour of the two proton invariant mass distribu

tion ia experimentally observed only in this caae. We remark that 
taking into account the vector meson exchange diagrmas does not 
~ffect the result qualitatively. And to take account of them quantita

tively is too complicated. 
The contribution d(;,'z) /ri Mep , correap;ondi~ to the diagram 

of fig.7a, to the M distribution of the reaction under study is pp 
of the followirig fdrm /17/: 

eis (2) _ 2.j'd. G'pc;,E ler, (p )12. P3 dS23 di ) '\ 
~ - Mpp m cLi E fÇ (5) \ 

/A.-M pp 
o?l 

!2 23 

where ~ oi ~:6 /,i t ia the pn charge exchange ditferential cross 
section, 52 ia the proton solid angle in the lower vertex l3 

diagram in fig.7a, m is thenucleon mass. 

8 

rem in fig.7a because the neutron is the fastest nucleon in the final 
state, so it can neglected. . 

J)
The contribution, d s( / ti Mpp , of the tri~ular 

diagram, correaponding to fig.8a, is of the tollowing torm 17/: 

1 c: (3) l .2 
.~ 3 Mp?1 F),/ 
cL f'1pp 16m 

T . ('dG'pp-nPJi+ . cAC;pn 

1: .2 ( to. .I c-I í!l2. .9 ~ .'tJ_ 2. J~ 'Jpp ...... npi7" + 
E.2.rE.!+t-3)lp~1 rlTze-lSLzJ J2 1. 

1 

..... pnn.u):i. JDF'(\--pni7Ú}~S2.tJ..Ql ! 
2 clT cU1 dJL dI dn dQ "f- rir, LiQ,kc(>2oZ. t.:t 2.). 1 1 

~ (6) 

where 11 =- /~~p (t';Lx) çj:>,J;c) cLx and q>v ia the deuteron ground
-atate wave function, oc: '= ( E-.,r (P3) - E;r rp3) -In) E)7" (P1 )/P-J , 

dS"/lV_NIV71 / d.7í. dJl,2. dJ21 ia the ditterential, croas aection ot the 
pp ..- pnJi+ and pn- pn.:iT o reactiona• 

When evaluating the expresaion (6), the ditterential crosa oeo
tions d~N_J,//lI';;-/ ctTi. c1.fll. dJ?1 have been calculated in the approxi
m~tion ot one meson reggeized exchange /24(. 

The calculationa show that the contribution ot the diagram in 
tig. 8b to the M diatribution ot the reaction atudied ispp
 
negligibly emall as the tinal neutron ia tast and.it mainly comes
 
trom the upper vertex and not trom the lo.er one (a8e tiga.8a,b). 

The contribution trom the diagram ot tig.8c is also amall so that
 
it ia ot the seoond order in comparison with the diagrams ot
 
tigs.8a or 6a. Since the tinal neutron is tast, the probability ot
 
its formation in the tirst colliaion ot the incident proton with
 
the nucleon in the deuteron ia higher than in the :Tt d - NN
 
prooess (see tig.6a) or after the 1m - 1m rescattering (aee
 
tig.80). Â detailed analysia ot the diagrama in tiga.8b,c has been
 
oarried out in paper /25/, where itis shown that their contributiona
 
to the spect~ ot protona tlying ~nto the backward hemiaphere ia
 
negligible for the dp - ppn r~action. Beoause 'Ne deal here with
 
the M diatribution of the above reaction in tbe same kinematical
pp 
region a~ in /25/, the diagrams in tigs.8b,c are not taken into 

~ccount. 
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ij 
, 

I 

I: 
We remark that the ~escattering of the 

the p-n cha.rge exchange (eee fig.7a) on the 
a180 makes a small contribution to the ~pp 

reaction in questiono A detailed discussion 
this small contribution is a180 neglected. 

,A final eXp'ression for the M diatributionpp 
dp __ ppn 'reactjon can be written as the .sum of 

figs. 6-8 taking" illto account 

J ..JC(1) ../ç(2)/(;'(»
(1 f) ít .J L{ ,) Cf. o 

inoident proton aftar 
proton from the deuteron 

distribution of the 
/25/. ,Socan be f ound in 

of the discussed 
the diagrame in 

Jc:('~llé:L) 
t'('O __ ~ __ -t----r---t--- , 

dMpf' cL!"1p!, G{ rv1p i' cíMpf cl.: Mpp (7) 

I()t/"k~~,
where (. .) / ( f1l'P La the contribution of the interference of the 
digrams in figs. 6a,7a,Ss, the way of their calculation i8 taken 
írom /17/. 

MaUl contributions to the proton-neutron invariant rosas of the 
dp ~ ppn charge retantion reaction oome frem diagrame in figs.6b. 

7b,Sb. 
Figure 4 dj ~p1..'?ys the results of calculations corresponding to 

the oontributions of the diagrame in figa. 6a,7a,Sa and their Sllm 

to the dÓ/tL !'1pp distribution according to the formulae (1 )-(7). 
One can"see a qualitative agreement between the calculated and experi
mental M distributions /13/. Moreover, the figure alao shows that 

pp 
character of the diBtribution ia mainly determined by the one pion 
exch~e diagram of figo 6a. The other diagrama only touch up the 

reso~ce-like form of the spectrum. 
Thus, the observed enhancements in the two proton invariant 

maaa at M '::::' 2.02 GeV/c2 and M .-;::::.. 2. 16 GeV/0 2 from the pp pp 

dp -+-ppn /13/ reaction are mainly determined by virtual pion absorp
tion on the de~teron. But as indioated above, for the peak at 
M

pp 
~ 2.02 GeV/c2 one has to assume an irregularit~ in the off

energy-shell pion absorption amplitude by the deuteron out of the 
phys1cal region n~ar a zero momentum of the real pion ( ~o r!,.. O).• 

This behaviour of the o1'f-mass-shell 'amplitude frtt{--,v1V seams to 
pe due to tpe existence o! two-nuoleon quasibound states. The same 
conolusion is valid for the character of the prqton-neutron inva
riant mass distribution where irregularities are observed approxi
mately at the sarne M values /5/. The diagram in fig.5b, the pn 

J.I' meson exohange,again makes a main contribution to the Mpn
 
diatribut Lon,
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The behaviour of the ~;Ul distribution in the more complicated 
dp --- P ')7 + nn reaotion may be similar to the above described one .. as 

observed experimentally /6/. From the theoretical pe\"l nt of view i t is 

most convenient to calculate the two-proton invariant mass distribu
tión in the dp - ppn reaction becauae the G';L behaví.ouz- ia well + 7" ~pp 

known over a _vide range of 7i-=-meson energy. So the quantitative calcu
lations have been carried out in this papar for thé above case. 

Now we are going to discuss the consequence that follows trom 
the analysia of the one piou exchange of fig. 60. for the cross sec

G"i . h
tion ratio R =- .~ /1 2!rt.. oi a pp pair in the charge exchange

,1<.:1: ':1 ,-.1:1. . 
and an np pair in the charge retention channels of the dp ~ ppn 
reaction for ditferent areas of invaria.nt masses. At Mw.N 2.02 Gev/c2 

the diagrama in figs. 68 and 6b diffar from one ~~other mainly by 
coupling constante gr.T and !}:r;-v in the upper vertices, 
respectively, as the :Ti+d _ pp and >/""d -- pu cross sectiona at 

very small pion momento. behaves similarly, like 1/v. Because of
 
:J!i+ :::. v'TJ)7't> , the' contributiona of the diagrmns in figs. 6a
 

and 6b at ~~ 2.02 GeV/c2 yield R '" 2. At l'irn 2.16 GeV/c2 the
 
J/+d-...pp a.nd:Jfd -...pn prooesses in the lower :verlices (figa. 6a and 6b) 

o • 
proceed via L1 T-t" and.LJ produotions, respeotively; the isoapin 
ratio gives R -.::: 3. These values oí R at Mpp ~ 2.02 GeV/c2 and 
MNN -::::::. 2.16 GeV/c2 agree quite well with the experimental data 
(see table 2). 

Table 2 

Contribution S"i<·t 
(-m/. ) 

D 
1 

'?.'I'P 

r.-o 
b.:' '41' 

.z. 
(}-IO 

R e.y.p 
1 

Rti 
1 

~p 

R
2 

Rttv 
:L 

pn 

pra 

30.S.1.1.2 

6.4.±0.2 

200+20-
76.t12 

85±.15 

69.±11 
1. 9;tO.4 2. O· 4. 1.:t1. 1 3. O 

Assuming that the small ahift in the positions of the pp and 

pn invariant m8.SS maxima ia cauaad by the methodica, the laat result 
may serve as an additional oont1rmat1an of the conclusion that the 
inter.mediate pion absorption by the deuteron ia likely to be the 
basic reason of the resonance-like behaviour of the two-proton inva
riant mass in the reaction under atudy. 

Concluaion 

In this paper it ia ahawn that at a oertain cut applied to the 
slow proton momenta af the dp -- ppn reaotion a similar structure 
can be observed in the two proton invariant maaa distribution as 

II 



" I 

in those of pn and nn combinations. Two maxima have heen observed 
2 . 2 

at 2.02 GeV/c and 2.16 GeV/c • The observed effect is assumed to 
be caused mainly by virtual pion absorption on the deuteron. Besides, 

'f
the	 existence of the peak at ~ 2.02 Gev/c2 requires the presence I 

l 

of some irregularity i? the behaviour of the off-energy-shell 
j/ d ~ NN reaction amplit.ude near the threshold. '-... 
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llorrHg3e M.f. EI-86-58
 
HaBrrwgeHHe ocoBeHHocTe~ B cneKTpe 3~~eKTHBHwX Macc
 
gBYX npoToHoB B Be3Me30HHoM pa3Barre geHTpoHa
 
npH 3,3 r3B/c
 

/ AHarrH3HPywTCH xe crterc-r-a ropnsre COBblTHH Be3Me30HHoro pa3
1/ Barra geHTpOHa npa HMnyrrbce 3,3. f3B/ c, norryve ansre na 100 CM 

BOgOpOgHO~ nY3wpbKOBO~ KaMepe flB3 OHHH. HaBrrmgeHW MaKCHMYMW 
npa 3Ha4eHHflX 2010 H 2160' M3B/c 2 B crte rc-rp ax 3~~eKTHBHbIX r-rac c 
gBYX npoToHoD H3 peaKUHH nepe3apHgKH. npoBegeHW TeopeTH4e
CKHe p a cve-rsr, Y4HTbIBamrn;He gHarpaMMbl onnonnonnor-o o õr-re ua c no
rrrOrn;eHHeM BHpTyarrbHoro rr-Me30Ha geHTpoHoM. POKa3aHo, 4TO 
nHK npH Mpp~ 2010 M3B/c2 MomeT BWTb oB~HCHeH TorrbKO npH Ha
rrH4HH o co õe naoc r a B noa ertennn BHe3HepreTH4eCKO~ aMnrrHTygbl 
peaKUHH rr+ d-. p P BBrrH3H nopo r-a , Ha õrnonaevsm nHK npn Mpp = 
= 2160 M~R/c2 o6ycrroBrreH, B OCHOBHO~, oBpa30BaHHeM ~-H306a

pw E npOMc*YT04HÓM COCTOHHHH npH norrrOrn;eHHH rr-Me30Ha geHT
POHOM. 

Pa Ci01',1 EbmOJ1HeHa B Jla õopa TOpHH BblCOKHX 3HeprHt'r OH51H. 
Ilpenpmrr OÕ'heAHlIeHHOrO aacraryra anepasrx accnenoaaunã. Ilyõna 1986 

Dolidze M.G., EI-86-58 
Enhancements Observed in the Two-Proton Invariant 
Mass Distribution in the Pionless Deuteron Breakup 
at 3.3 GeV/c 

A sample of "non-spectator" events in the pionless deu
teron breakup at a 3.3 GeV/c momentum has been investigated 
by means of a 1 m HBC at JINR, Dubna. The two-~roton inva
riant mass spectrum in the charge exchange channel exhibits 
two enhancements for mas s e s of 2010 MeV/c 2 and 2160 MeV/c 2 • 

Theoretical calculations taking into account one-pion ex
change diagrams and virtual pion absorption by the deuteron 
have been carried out. It has been shown that the enhance
ment at Mpp = 2010 MeV/c 2 can be explained if there is an ir 
regularity in the bellaviour of the oft-cncrgy-shell amplitude 
of the rr+d .... pp reaction ncar. thc thrcshold. Thc observed ma
ximum at Mpp = 2160 McV/c 2 iR causcd mninly hy intermediate 
~ productiort and piun nbRorption on the deuteron. 

Thc invcstir,ntion hns becn pcrformed at the Laboratory 
of IT i.gll EnargÍ,(lR, .JTNR. 
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